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Video Snapshot Genius is designed to automatically capture snapshots from your video clips. It supports many video formats,
including AVI, ASF, MOV, VOB and WMV. The interface of the application is easy to navigate through. You can import
videos by using the file browser or the "drag and drop" method (batch processing is supported). So, you can capture screenshots
manually while viewing the video or set Video Snapshot Genius to automatic mode. The latter option lets you configure the
capturing method (take a specific number of snapshots or capture a shot every given number of seconds). Plus, you can set the
start time, output folder, name prefix, save format (JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF or TIF) and set the JPEG quality, PNG compression
level and BMP use color. If you switch to batch processing mode, you can set Video Snapshot Genius to directly save the
captured screenshots to the hard disk, as well as create a thumbnail picture from the images. Furthermore, you can build
thumbnails, view the snapshots, as well as configure standard options (e.g. add timestamp to snapshots, resize pictures on output,
aggregate the timestamp) and thumbnail settings (e.g. size, number or rows and columns), and more. The software requires a
moderate amount of system resources, includes guidelines with images and quickly finishes a task without causing any glitches.
We highly recommend this tool to all users. Video Snapshots Genius License: Video Snapshot Genius is completely free to use.
You can find the detailed license at Video Snapshot Genius was developed by TotalProS. The trial version is free. However,
after the trial period, if you want to use Video Snapshot Genius fully, you need to purchase a license to unlock the full
functionality. Video Snapshot Genius Pricing: The application is priced at $49. It is available for download from the company's
website for a fully functioning trial version (60 days). After you've downloaded the trial version and installed it, you can run the
trial version for as long as you wish. If you decide to purchase the full version, the trial version will be removed from your PC.
Video Snapshot Genius Product Key: 85797-1213-21523-0415 Video Snapshot Genius Full Version Video Snapshot Genius
offers a fully functional demo
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- Select the video from the folder you choose, or by drag and drop - Add a new video file to the existing one - Start snapshot of
the existing video file - Set start time of snapshot - Set the time interval of snapshots - Capture the snapshot manually - Set the
start time of the first and last snapshots of the video file - Capture the video snapshot automatically - Set the start time of
automatic snapshot - Capture the snapshot every given time interval - Add a video file to the existing one - Start snapshot of the
existing video file - Set the output folder - Capture the snapshot manually - Start snapshot of the video file - Change the settings
of the video snapshot (snapshot interval) - Save the generated file in the specified folder - Remove the selected video files -
Save the generated file in the specified folder - Change the settings of the thumbnail (snapshot interval) - Delete the selected
files - Save the generated file in the specified folder - Delete the selected files - Create thumbnail of the selected files - Set the
image size - Set the picture size - Set the number of rows - Set the number of columns - Set the file format (JPG, PNG, BMP,
GIF or TIF) - Set the output folder - Set the start time - Set the start time - Set the time interval of snapshots - Delete the
selected files - Change the settings of the thumbnail (snapshot interval) - Delete the selected files - Set the image size - Set the
picture size - Set the number of rows - Set the number of columns - Set the file format (JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF or TIF) - Set the
output folder - Set the start time - Set the start time - Set the time interval of snapshots - Delete the selected files - Change the
settings of the thumbnail (snapshot interval) - Delete the selected files - Save the generated file in the specified folder - Delete
the selected files - Create thumbnail of the selected files - Set the image size - Set the picture size - Set the number of rows - Set
the number of columns - Set the file format (JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF or TIF) - Set the output folder - Set the start time - Set the
start time - Set the time interval of snapshots - 77a5ca646e
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What's New In?

Video Snapshot Genius is designed to automatically capture snapshots from your video clips. It supports many video formats,
including AVI, ASF, MOV, VOB and WMV. The interface of the application is easy to navigate through. You can import
videos by using the file browser or the "drag and drop" method (batch processing is supported). So, you can capture screenshots
manually while viewing the video or set Video Snapshot Genius to automatic mode. The latter option lets you configure the
capturing method (take a specific number of snapshots or capture a shot every given number of seconds). Plus, you can set the
start time, output folder, name prefix, save format (JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF or TIF) and set the JPEG quality, PNG compression
level and BMP use color. If you switch to batch processing mode, you can set Video Snapshot Genius to directly save the
captured screenshots to the hard disk, as well as create a thumbnail picture from the images. Furthermore, you can build
thumbnails, view the snapshots, as well as configure standard options (e.g. add timestamp to snapshots, resize pictures on output,
aggregate the timestamp) and thumbnail settings (e.g. size, number or rows and columns), and more. The software requires a
moderate amount of system resources, includes guidelines with images and quickly finishes a task without causing any glitches.
We highly recommend this tool to all users. Screenshots MediaFire Rating: 5 Downloads: 6868 Size: 6.51 MB Ads US Ads New
Software Screenshots MediaFire Rating: 4.5 Downloads: 17214 Size: 8.65 MB Ads US Ads New Software Screenshots
MediaFire Rating: 4.5 Downloads: 25517 Size: 14.27 MB Ads US Ads New Software Screenshots MediaFire Rating: 5
Downloads: 91070 Size: 42.26 MB Ads US Ads New Software Screenshots MediaFire Rating: 5 Downloads: 120172 Size:
53.34 MB Ads US Ads New Software Screenshots MediaFire Rating: 4.5 Downloads: 1309 Size: 9.49 MB Ads US Ads New
Software Screenshots MediaFire Rating: 5 Downloads: 19979 Size: 13.54 MB Ads US Ads New Software Screenshots
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System Requirements For Video Snapshots Genius:

Features: Complete version of the game Deep, fast-paced combat Unparalleled melee and ranged weapons Tactical movements
A rich, immersive story A wide variety of enemies, items, and actions Strong, mature characters Dynamic live action scenes
Lovely graphics and effects Discover a mature, genre-bending world Satisfying combat in realistic environments Improved
fluidity of movement Improved melee and ranged attacks Improved AI Improved animations Better balance of combat and
stealth
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